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PREFACE

In October 1960, K, M" Wilkinson, the Virginia Department of Highways"
metropolitan transportation planning engineer', requested the Virgi.nia Highway
Research Council to develop methods of predetermining the environmental i.mpacts
of proposed highways 0 In responding to this request, Jack H, Dfll.ard, state high
way research engineer ~ appointed an environmental task force composed of several
members of the Council staff, As the task force grappled with the problem of de
fining the scope of the proposed study ~ two major points became readily apparent;
fir st, that to ensure the methodology would not merely justify' what departments
have been doing for years, it would be advisable to include on the task force persons
who were unfamiliar with highway departments and their philosophy; and secondly',
that persons trained in disciplines other than those represented on the Council staff
would be needed,

To obtain the benefit of a new viewpoint and to supplement the Council staff,
the environmental task force was expanded to include three members of the University
of Virginia faculty: -Iames E~ Lewis , associate dir-ector for community health planning,
Wallace Reed, associate professor of environmental sciences; and ~J 0 Ronald Sat-off',
associate professor of city planning in the School of Ar'chitecture. The task force was
also supplemented by several graduate students 0

The results of this research effort are being published in three separate r epor-ts ,
The first, "Citizen Participation in Public Hearings in Vrrgmta;" by L0 Ellis Walton, Jr 0 ,

and Jerome R, Saroff , gives an analysis of the socioeconomic characteristics of persons
attending public hearings, the concerns expressed by those who testified, and the-basic
format for highway hear-Ings.

The second, "A Manual For Conducting' Environmental Impact Studies" by
L, Ellis Walton, .Ir , and -Iames Eo Lewis gives a detailed methodology for conducting
Environmental Impact Stud.ies 0

The third is th.e present r eport.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Background

Hardly a week goes by that does not see a newspaper item concerning th.e
publrcs questioning of opposition to , or outright halting of the construction of
projects that highway planners conceive to be vital links in the highway network,
whether on interstate or local roads. The most publicized projects have been th.ose
proposed for the major metropolitan areas, In these areas, the construction of
essential links in the interstate system has met with a great deal of well organized
(and unorganized) opposition, which in some cases has found strength and substance
in the areas of racial unr-est, poverty ~ and urban blight, More probably, however ~

civic officials have viewed interstate highway construction =-> particularly since
local expense is insignificant compared to the feder al-istate outlay ~ as an addrtional
scalpel to be used in their attempts to excise blights and slum areas from their cities ~

and they have encouraged highway planners to select routes that would help accomplish
that goal ,

But, the questioning and opposition are not limited to metropoltses: indeed, ques
tions and conflicts are numerous in the relatively rural areas of Vtrginia, The context
is different, the basic issues may be different (if', indeed they are known) ~ yet often
the opposition is as vocal and the arguments are as heated as in the metropolises 0

Because of the pervasive nature of the effects of highway investments on
communities the Virginia Department of Highways actually does much of the phyaical
planning for the staters counties and smaller urban areas under the gutse of highway'



planning, There is very close coordination between the Highway Department staff
and representatives of local governments ~ and proposed route locations have to
have the approval of local officials, Yet, when conflict artses , the Highway Depart
ment often finds itself the lone proponent of an alignment that has had "official."
approval for months or even years, By the time of the confl.ict, of course, r eal.ign
ment of the route segment is immensely more expensrve , if not downright Impossrble,

In some cases ~ the support of local officials for purposes of construction has
evaporated at the first hint of controversy Leaving the Highway Depar-tment, from the
community viewpoint, in the position of an outsider forcing an unwanted facility in
an undesirable location on an unwill.ing community 0 For the most part., Highway
Department r-epresentatives at public hearings are perfor-ming that role in addition
to their normal day-s work as district or r estdent engineer s , They do not have the
time to plan and rehearse a presentation which attempts to supply answers to all
possible questions and, being technicallv trained indivldual.s , they may' be unable to
under stand or relate to conflicts caused by social, economic , or environmental
impacts,

In September 1969, the Virginia Highway Research Council began planning a
research program which, over a period of vears , is expected to supply answers lead=
ing towardo the elimination or amelioration, of highway related confltcts, The researehers
hope to achieve this by improving the ability of highway planners to foresee potential con
fliets and to deal with them before they develop into full-vscale battles, In January 1970~

an interdtsoipl.inary research team began developing a state-of-the-art report on, the
methodology for conducting "community and, envir-onmental" impact studies , The term
"community and. envir-onmental." is explicitly' r ecognlzed by the team members as the
most inclusive label for the "economic" and "social" impact studies of recent years,
and it also encompasses aesthetic and psychological impacts as they affect both indi
viduals and groups,

The Iong-term goal of this research program is to develop and institute within
the Department an "early warning" system which will identify' potential and probable
community and envi.ronmental conflicts resulting from highway impacts, RealIs-
tically , of course , human nature if not the limits of science preclude the attainment
of this goal; still., it is worth strivtng for 0 Along with this early warning system, a
unit should be established to conduct studies of problems that are arising and will
continue to arise out of projects planned in the past; to anticipate new problems and
attempt to solve them; and to serve in a "frre-frghtmg" role with respect to the in
evitable problems that just seem to occur regardless of the precautions taken to
anticipate or prevent them"

Th.ese suggestions are based on the view that the need for community and
environmental impact studies may derive either from conflicts foreseen at the net
work planning stage or from unforeseen confl.icts that arise in the night-of-way
acquisition or construction stages 0 From a Iong-t.er'm standpoint, the team belteves ,
too , that the real worth of community and environmental factors studies will be appro
elated only in the larger context of the measurement and, evaluation of the effectiveness
of transport systems,
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As a guide toward these goals, the project team has established three ob
jectives for this obviously preliminary study,

1 0 To determine the state-of-the-ur t of procedures for the
investigation and evaluation of the community and en=>
vironmental impact of investment in highway factltties ,

20 To develop in detail those investigative and evaluative pro
cedures which are appropriate to or which may be adapted
to the use of the Virginia Department of Highways ,

30 To establish a methodology for determining the probable
impact of an urban highway on the environment it traverses 0

These are the primary objectives of this study 0 It is expected, however,
that they will lead to such problems as: establishing a competent and effective
community and environmental factors unit in the Department, developing method
ologies for rural environmental impact studies; testing, refining, and improving
methods and techniques for conducting environmental studies; developing means of
enhancing the value and acceptance of a highway facility through design features,
and making community and environmental studies influential elements in highway
investment planning and decision making,
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CHAPTER II

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM PLANNING
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Until 20=>25 years ago, transportation system planning could be described
fairly as the relatively easy days when a decision such as "connect all towns over
2~ 000 population with a two-Lane paved road" could be reached by a legislature or
a highway commission and then turned over to an engineering staff for execution,
leaving the decision makers secure in the knowledge that the engineers would select
routes that, overall, would provide the best service at the lowest possible cost, How
ever, the initiation of the interstate highway system after 1956 and other work focused
the attention of highway planners on the negative as well as the positive impacts of
highway investments and broadened the understanding of their social and economic
Impact, The development of environmental impact studies is seen as the logical
culmination of these studies which attempt to meet the expressed need for under<E:>
standing the interaction of the highway and its surroundings 0 But, more importantly
for the purpose of this chapter, the recognized need for conducting environmental
studies in the Highway Department illustrates just how much the transportation
planning process in general, but specifically the highway planning process , has
changed in the past two decades,

In this chapter, the authors will take a look at the highway planning process and
then discuss some of the possible strategies for planning, particularly as they display
different levels of community involvement,

The Highway Planning Process

In its fundamentals, the planning process consists of seven elements or steps,
which are then followed by implementation of the plano The steps are:

(1) Study organization and design;

(2) Inventory;

(3) Analysis and forecast;

(4) Formulation of development objectives and standards;

(5) Plan design;

(6) Plan test and evaluation; and

(7) Plan selection and evaluation,

In the Virginia Highway Department, the wide majority of the planning is
carried out in the Metropolitan Transportation Planning Division and the Urban
Diviston, The process followed is roughly that outlined above, In the planning stage,
community input is solicited from municipal officials and the elected representatives
of the community 0 Following completion of the metropolitan transportation plan, the
next official contact with the community comes at the hearings on the location and the
design of a specific facility segment,
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This pattern of Department-community relationships represents the midpoint

in the evolutionary' development of the highway planning proceas, The early stage of
this process saw the highway planner operating in his role as a professional with the
traditional lay attitude that his professional judgements were accepted with Iittle
question, The second stage ~ and the one where Virginia is now ~ involves the elected
decision makers of the community in the highway planning process as reviewers and
Iegitimators of the highway planner is efforts ,

The third stage would put the community ~ through elected or appointed
representatives '='"'> in the role of decision makers with the highway planner in the
role of a technical advisor or staff, Obviouslv, most highway departments and high
way planners look with suspicion on the rapid approach of this stage, It should be
noted, however ~ that their suspicion is not based on a lack of desire to be r esponsfve
to the cornmunityts perception of its needs but rather in. the anticipated additional time
that will be required for an already lengthy process ,

There is legitimate question, too, of whether the majority or even a stgnifioant
number of community residents want this level of improvement in highway planning.
Wachos(l) has reported a 1968 study in which a sample of community residents was
asked which of six approaches to transportation planning they would prefer 0 First of
all, this sample group would have given the planners even stronger powers than they
already possess , The most favored approach to planning would leave the decisions
to the planner-s, but require them to consult with a group of Leading citizens throughout
the planning process , The second highest rating was assigned to the approach, which
would leave the decisions to a staff of trained professionals 0 Reflecting the traditional
American distrust of government and pol.iticians , the approach which would Leave the
planning decision to elected officials was least favored, The second lowest score was
assigned by the sample group to the approach which would let the citizens decide on
the location and nature of transportation projects through a referendum.

Bishop, et a1(2) reported the results of a California survey in 1970 that bears
out many of the same conclustons , Citizens preferred to Leave the decision in the
hands of the highway engineers and planners as the best of the six choices they were
given, Least desirable of the six was to leave the decision to local offrcials, This
study also reported findings for a sample group of community officials and employees,
This group most favored a high level r eview board appointed by the governor (the
method presently used in California) e Least acceptable to this group was to place
each alternative route on the ballot in a r-efer-endum,

Citizen attitudes toward methods of highway planning' may have changed in the
time since these studies were completed. and one set of findings was for crtizens in,
the Chicago suburbs while the other was for community officials and ernployee s and
citizens in Cahforrna, Whether these findings are transferable to the Virginia situation,
is not known, Similar studies should probably be conducted, :in Virginia with the sug
gested modification that samples be drawn, from urban, suburban, and rural populations,
and from attendees and nonattendees at highway location and/or design hear-ings,
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Along with the evolutionary development of the planning process , there has
occurred an evolutionary growth in the way in which transportation plans are evaluated
Four phases in this evolution have been identified by Einsweiler~(3)

(1) In this phase, the critical factor was construction cost;

(2) In phase 2~ which is the predominant evalu.ation technique in
use today, construction costs are still employed but decisions
are based primarily on user benefib-cost analyses;

(3) The third phase, which is now emerging, encompasses the
earlier two and adds evaluation of the impactof the highway
on the community; that Is, non-highway user benefit-cost
analyses; and

(4) "Although the third phase is only beginning e 0 0 the fourth
phase is already overdue, 0 0 e This phase views a trana
portation facility as an investment of scarce resources in
competition with other needs , This gets to the question not
only of where the route should be built; but whether it should
be built at all, n

Cittzen Participation, in Highway Planning

Although the findings of the Wachs and Bishop studies indicate that citizens
apparently' prefer highway planning to be conducted in much the same way that it is
presently ~ it is clear the Highway Department will be under more and more pressure
to in.crease the citizen participation in. the highway planning process 0 Then the ques
tion will be: How to accomplish this in, a realistic and meaningful way?

Some ideas might be gained from. the following r evi.ew of possible approaches
which were identified by Bishop and his co-workers , (2) These six strategies are
arrayed in order of increasing complexity and increasing citizen. involvement, The
first strategy is essentially the approach used in Virginia at the present time,

10 Strategy of Information (Figure La): In using a strategy of
informatton, the highway planner control s and conducts the
study and only contacts community groups to present findings
or gather information or data,

20 Information with Feedback (Figure Lbj: In the strategy of
information with feedback, the highway planner controls the
studies , He develops alternatives and makes planning
dectsions, Alternatives are presented to community officials
and employees and other groups during the studies , Comment
and feedback are obtained, Proposed. plans mayor may not be
adjusted based on these inputs ,

= 7 =
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3Cl The Coordinator (Figure Lc): Acting as a coordinator', the planner

places himself in contact with the important elements of the local
oommunrtics , assesses their objectives , tests alternatives as they
develop, and receives feedback, Interaction among different comrnu
nity interests is not encouraged, A possible way to implement this
approach is for the Department of Highways to establish a field office
in the local area where local officials or citizens could come with
questions, suggestions, and information,

4e The Coordinator=Catalyst (Figure Id): As a coordinator and catalyst,
the highway planner would promote participation in the planning studies G)

The affected parties confront and interact with one another', Under
this strategy, highway planners of the Department of Highways would
supply methodological and technical skills and serve as the mechanism
for synthesizing objectives, coordinating Intere sts , and working out
compromises in areas of confl.ict, The vehicle for such a planning
approach might be a workshop group composed of representatives of
the community such as elected offtc ials, city planning and engineering
staff member-s, busmess , commercial, and industrial interests, school
districts and homeowner groups, The Department would provide the
engineering services and technical expertf.se.,

50 Community Advocacy Plan,ning ~ The Ombudsman (Figure Ie): As an
advocate, the ombudsman, a specially appointed expert, works directly
with highway planners on behalf of community groups, The affected
parties would supply him with data and information, and inform him
of their desires and preferences 0 He would represent these views in
working with the planner of the Department to develop alternatives,

6t) Arbitrativ'e Planning ~ A Hearing Offieer (Figure Lf}: 'I'his strategy
places an independent hearing officer between the highway planner and
community groups to act as an arbitrator 0 He would come to the
community at important stages dur-ing the planning period, for example,
at initiation of studies when study alternatives are being developed, In
each instance, the Department would present its current proposals,
Groups in the community would present crrtioism, suggestions, or
other alternatives , The hearing officer would evaluate the testimony and
recommend appropriate changes in the studies. Possibly he would. make
the final choice among alternatives,

= 8 ~



(a)

(c)

(e)

(b)

(d)

(f)

Figure 1. Six planning strategies. *

*After Bishop, Oglesby, and Willeke, "Community Attitudes Toward Freeway
Planning: A Study of California's Planning Procedures", Highway Research
Record Number 305 (1970), pp. 41-52.
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CHAPTER III

SYSTEMS EVALUATION AND IMPACT STUDIES

This section of the report presents a review and summary of a selected
group of studies representative of techniques and methodologies which have been
used in part or .developed for the purposes of evaluating alternative plans for
transportation investment and evaluating the impact of these investments on the
environment, As used here, "environment" refers to the complete social, eco~

nomic, political, and physical setting; however , a given study may emphasize
one or the other of these aspects of the environment and only a few attempt a
more holistic approach to the environmental complex,

The evaluation of transportation, plans is identical with the broad concept
of environmental impact studies being employed in this r eport., In other words,
the purpose in conducting these environmental impact studies is to broaden, the
basis for evaluating alternative proposals for highway investments ,

Boyce and Day, in their review of plan evaluation methodologies}1)
identified two basic approaches: (1) Methods applied to each alternative sepa
rately ~ and (2) methods for comparison of alternatives CI The former is comprised,
of formal methods of analysts, such as transportation network analysts , and less
formal analyses of public facilrty-servtce system.s and private activity systems,

The methods for comparison of alternatives include:

(1) Efficiency analysts, such. as benefit cost;

(2) Effectiveness analysis in relation, to plan objectives, and

(3) Methods for ranking alternatives and aggregating r ankings,

The purpose here is not to attempt to fit the review studies into these or
any other oategories , rather it is to determine how well they' meet these purposes
and whether they, or elements of thern, are adaptable for use in the studies of en
vironmental impacts that will be conducted, by the Virginia Department of Highways 0

It is appropriate to note, however ~ that these studies can be categorized by
another rule , and that is whether they are based, on maps , matrices, or mathematical
models 0 The following summaries are arranged in this order ~ which> also follows the
rule of increasing cost and complexity 0

Review of Previous Studies

Methodologies and techniques for conducting environmental impact studies range
from the very simple and often subjective to the very complex and as close to totally
objective as it is possible to get, Very few methodologies for complete environ
mental studies are represented in the Iiterature , yet there is a great number of
techniques and approaches that could be brought together to form an overall method
ology,
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Ian McHarg(2) has developed a very simple map-based method of route
selection which includes social , r esource , and aesthetic criteria and attempts
to balance them against traditional engineering considerations , In Mcllargts
opinion: ", , CD the best route is that which provides the maximum social benefit
at the least social cost.;"

The method consists of identifying the relevant parameters (McHarg suggests
a list) and allocating three values =-> high, interrnedlate , and low 00== to each, The
presumption is that the corridor of maximum social utility will transect the zones of
lowest social value and provide the maximum social benefrt,

A transparent overlay is prepared for each parameter with the three values
indicated by shades of darknes s, The highest value of obstruction, whether social
or physical , is represented by a dark tone , the intermediate value by a light tone ,
and the lowest category is fully transparent, When all of the parameters are avera.:>
laid on a base map of the study area, it is presumed that the maximum density of shade
represents the greatest total social and engineering obstructions. In contr-ast, the
light areas representing the least obstruction offer prospective corridors for con
struction,

McHarg recognizes that this is not a precise method for highway route
selection, but he insists that it does have the merit of incorporating all existing
parameters, adding new and important social considerations , revealing their loca
tional characteristics, permitting comparison, and revealing aggregates of social
values and COStsCD

In the early 1960's, Alexander and Manheim(3) embellished the basic technique
described by Mcflarg , Fir st, they used a photographic enlarger to assist in selecting
out the more darkly shaded areas of the overlays, Secondly ~ they devised a computer
decision-Lree to help them determine the order in which the overlays should be ar=
rayed on the base map, For all practical purposes, however , the technique is the
same as Mellarg-s ,

The matr-ix-based methods are represented by the Dover By~Pass Project(4)
and the impact studies of the Baltimore Rapid Transit System(6) .The evaluation
matrix is employed to place the parameters into their proper perspective and to
equate quantifiable and non-quantifiabl.e values to common units for compar-ison,
The matrix enables the introduction of weights to the parameters and offers the
attraction. of yielding a single, dimensionless number which indicates the ranking
of each alternative route segment,

Any number of parameters can be included in the matrix for any number of
alternative r outes , Weights can, be assigned to individual parameters, eo go ~ a
scenic valley is 0,4" and an industrial slum is "0" 0 Further ~ the individual parameters
can be weighted again for each alternate route, e~ g, ~ the scenic valley' is n 2" on Route
A and no" on Route Bo Of cour-se, both tangible and intangible parameters can be
included 0

It is important to note the subjectivity involved in the matr-ix-based methods,
Both parameters and weights are based" on subjective considerations that may reflect
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the personal biases of the highway planner or engineer rather than the consensus
of the community affected by the highway Investrnent, To be sure, the judgements
on many parameters , of neces sitv, will be subjective but the basis for the subjectivity
can be broadened, For example , Schimpeler and Grecco(6) propose to do this by hav
ing professional planners and community "deciston-rnakers" develop the list of
parameters and the weightings to be applied to them,

The mathematical modeling category is represented by CONSAD Research
Corporation ~s(7) studies of the Northeast Corridor Transportation Pr-oject, CONSAD~S
task in this project was to develop Impact models and measures of indirect benefits and
costs constituting the impacts of changes in the regional transportation network. The
objective of the studies was to determine the interaction, between alternative trans
protation facilities and the economic, demogr-aphic, physlcal , and social environ-
ment of the Northeast Corridor 0

Three mathematical models were developed around the concept of altered
comparative advantages for the locations of people and business interests, at succes
sively smaller geographic areas, as these are affected by changes in transportation
facilities 0 The mathematical models are used to make "conditional forecasts" of the
redistributlons and, changes in population and economic activity that might occur as
a consequence of alterations in the transportation network, The system of models
makes possible reliable forecasts of a large variety of indirect impacts of a vast
array of possible transportation alternatives ,

The mathematical models are the most objective of the methods discussed
here, This is not to say, that subjective considerations do not enter the system in one
way or another 0

Summary

As the preceding brief summaries have shown, system evaluation techniques
vary widely in cost and mathematical sophisttcation, At the simplest level is the
type of analysis suggested by Mcllarg, In effect, this is an old geographical technique
for locating regional boundar-ies which long ago fell into disfavor among' geographers
owing primarily to its failure to yield significant cases of boundary coincidence and,
secondarily', to its lack of precisfon, It remains an essentially non-quantitative
technique which does not yield directly comparable values for alternative route
locations 0

At the opposite extreme, the CONSAD type approach involves developing a
mathematical model of the socioeconomic system of the area being studied, In
theory ~ such a model 'would permit every change in the region -.. in the transport
system, the economy ~ the population, and the like .- to be introduced. into the
model so that the impact of its interactions and feedback relationships can be
measured,

If this kind of mod.el could be made operational , the 98 counties and 35 in
dependent cities of Virginia could be subjected to this kind of analysrs, Of course,
while a model of this type could be exceedingly valuable to many state agencies , it

= 13 c=



is v~rj~l1ensive to establish and maintain, Before any effort of this magnitude
should be undertaken by the Highway Department, agreements for financial assist-
ance with the effort should be reached with the Division of Planning and Community
Affairs and the Department of Industrial Development,

One final observation may be worth noting, Each of the analytic approaches
maps, matrices, and mathematical models - appears to be most useful at a partrc
ular scale of analysis as shown below, It may be useful to study this relationship
further in order to devise the best procedure for making environmental impact studies
in Vir-ginia,

Figure 2
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CHAPTER IV

DEVELOPMENT OF METHODOLOGY FOR
ASSEMBLING AND PRESENTING IMPACT DATA

This chapter sets forth the methodology for conducting environmental impact
studies which is proposed for implementation by the Environmental Quality Division
of the Virginia Department of Highways, For the purposes of this chapter, "method
ology" refers to an intellectual approach or way of thinking about a problem, while
the word "technique" is used to describe the step-by-step analysis of a given pr-oblem,
The technique for conducting environmental impact studies has been developed and is
being tested, and is published in a manual entitled "A Manual for Conducting Envir-on
mental Impact Studies" 0 The in-depth literature reviews and studies from which both
this methodology and the investigative techniques have evolved are being published
as separate studies ,

The preceding thr-ee chapters have focused on (1) the evolutionary development
of transportation system planning over the past 50 years, and (2) approaches to the
evaluation of transportation plans and the measurement of the impact of transporta
tion investment decisions, The present chapter focuses on the identification of relevant
classes of impacts and on consideration of appropriate methodological approaches to
their analysis 0

In policy and procedure Memorandum 20<=>8 published by the Bureau of Public
Roads (FHWA) in January 1969, twenty-three specific social , economic, and environ
mental factors were identified, and a checklist procedure was established to ensure
that these factors were considered for each highway construction project, As is the
case with most lists of this type there have been two standard responses 0 One has
been to interpret the 23 factors as an all-dnclusive standard rather than as a suggestive
minimum 0 The second response has been to continue adding specific factors until the
list was expanded to an unworkable stze , In the eyes of the intar-dtsciplmary environ
mental team of the Virginia Highway Research Council neither of these was a
satisfactory r esponse ,

The research team is wary of any listing of minimum r equirements , because
they almost always undergo a subtle transformation into standards of perfor-mance,
Further, anyone with a little thought and imagination can expand such a list until it
becomes a seemingly endless array of trivial points which ultimately becomes cumber=
some and unworkable, In either case, the original purpose of the list is either subverted
or lost in the shuffle, Hence, the study approach has been to identify broad categories of
considerations rather than specific factor s , This approach recognizes that it is Im
possible to list all of the specific factors that might possibly impinge on a project, and
it also gives the individual conducting an environmental study the flexibility to determine
the critical impacts in a given community so that he can concentrate his efforts on them,
Of course, the ideas presented here are being tested now, and they will be subject to
continuing evaluation and appropriate revision as the Environmental Quality Division
moves into full oper-ation,
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At this point, it seems. appropriate to introduce some fundamental problems

facing the development of environmental quality studies in general. The two major
problems ~ lack of knowledge and lack of manpower ""= go hand in hand, There
is a lack of a cohesive body of knowledge on environmental studies, indeed on the
environments Yet, we find ourselves in the position of attempting to employ people
qualified to undertake such studies 0

It is in recognition of this need for an environmental education effort within
the Highway Department generally, that the research team has planned the three
levels of reports mentioned earlier 0 This overview will provide a broadly readable
report for wide drstr lbution, The manual which is to be published will serve as a
technical handbook for environmental analysts in the Environmental Quality Dlvision,
And the several in-depth reports will provide resource material for the practitioner
as well as for other readers who desire greater detail on one or more of the classes
of Impact,

During the course of its discussions in the spring of 1970~ the environmental
team identified numerous environmental impacts which, based on their combined ex
perience and the literature which had been reviewed at that time appeared potentially
worthwhile to consider , As the discussions continued, however', there seemed to be
ten basic classes of impacts into which all of the others could be placed, And, of
course, owing to the very nature of environmental studies, there was some overlap
between those classes ,

The impact classes finally identified and approved for study are as follows:

1<» Change in tax base,

20 Change in value of land adjoining the highway facil.ity,

30 Costs and benefits of each alternative Location.

4 ~ Relocation of information,

50 Influence of unavailability of service facil.ities , both public
and pr-ivate,

60 Influence of pollution.o

7 0 Traffic impact on other roads 0

80 Economic influence on bustneases ,

90 Consequences to open spaces, historical areas, etc,

10 e Assessment of opportunities for multiple use of r ighta-of-way 0

eea 18 =>
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Now, after a year ts study and after beginning to implement some of the
results of our work, we have found that we can successfully combine Nos, 1 and 2
and Nos, 5 and 8 so that we have just eight classes of impacts 0 The rationale for
reducing the number of classes is one of limiting the possibility of factors being
analyzed out of context, Land value and tax base, for example , are linked in
extricably 0 Indeed, land value and real estate tax base are simply the individual ts
and the local gover-nment-s sides of the same coin, Further ~ since land value is
related directly to land use (either existing or potential) it is a good indicator of the
yield of other kinds of taxes , eogo, sales and employment, from a given piece of
property 0

A similar rationale applies to the combination of public and private services
and business , All are located at a point, and their products are distributed to a
population located in a service area, In the case of retail business, the customer,
himself, usually provides the distribution linkage; whereas in other kinds of business
and services the linkage is provided by the activity 0 Thus, in their essential char
acterrstics, businesses and private and public services are quite similar.

The remainder of this chapter presents a brief discussion of the eight classes
of environmental impacts listed below, As the discussion proceeds, appropriate
references will be made to the interrelationships between the categor-ies, At the
same time, an attempt will be made to point out how a given highway project may have
both positive and negative impacts. And, further ~ that given impacts are almost never
wholly negative or positive 0 The eight classes of environmental impact are:

1 0 Change in tax base/land value,

20 Costs and benefits of each alternate Iocation,

30 Relocation 0

40 Influence on availability of tertiary services ,

50 Influence of pollution,

60 Traffic impact on other roads ,

70 Consequences to open spaces, historical areas, etc 0

80 Assessment of opportunities for multiple use of r ighta-of-way 0

Change in Land Values/Tax ,Base

The "value" of land is generally agreed to be the amount that would accrue
to a willing seller if the land were sold to a willing buyer 0 The real property tax
base of a local government is based on the expected sales price of the taxable real
property within its jurtsdictton, Hence, any change in the value of land which results
from changes in the transportation system also affects the local tax base,
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It is beyond the purpose of this report to give a detatled analysis of the

creation, and structureof urban land values, However ~ it does seem important
that their relationship to transportation be outlined and, fur ther , that an attempt
be made to show the relationship of real property taxes to other components of
the tax base, The fol.lowing material has been adapted, from an unpublrshed paper
by James E~ Lewis entitled "A Transportation Theory of Land Rent, H

A given piece of land derives its value through the site rent which the
activity occupying the Land can, I)ay to the owner , In the case of 'vacant Iand , the
owner is willing to forego present return.s in the expectation of increased future
r eturns , The ability' of a piece of land, to yield site rent is a function of its location
r-elative to all other pieces of Land, This idea, of cour-se , IS in direct opposition to
classical Ricardian rent theory ~ which says that the yield of site rent is related to
the productivity' of the Iand, In that case, the owner of the poorest quality land
which has been brought into production to satisfy the demands of the market for a
speciffc commodity' receives no site rent because his total costs of production, are
equal to his total revenues 0

It is commonly' accepted now, however , that the yield of site rent derives
from accessibility, i, eo ~ the location of the given pIece of land relative to other
pieces of land, including those occupied by the transportation system, Thus, the
site producing the most rent 'would, be the one located, at the point most accessible to
the area in, question, However s not all economic activities are equally able to make
use of the most accessible site and, through a competitive bidding process , economic
activities eventually reach a point where the degree of accessibility and the ability of
the economic activity to turn that accessibility Into site rent are in equi.librium,

Thts brief r'evtew of sever-al decades of research can only lead to the con
elusion that increased accessibil.ity created by improvements in the transportation
system leads to an Improvement in the capacity of econornic activittes to yield site
rent and , thus, to an increase in the value of lando

There is a direct analogy to Ricardian rent theory here, Differential accea
sibility has been substituted for differentlal productivitv but the principle is the same,
As the transportatron system is extended and, intensified, the accessibility of all sites
is enhanced and their site rent yielding capahil.ity IS increased,

It fol.lows , then, that if the land value is increased, real property taxes will
in time follow suit., There can be no separation of land, values and real property
taxes 0 There may be significant time lags between the change in value and the
change in tax Ievels, but the relationship is nonetheless r eal ,

Because site rents can only be paid by economic activities and they' are the
ultimate source of all other kinds of local taxes , the extension of these relationships
to sales, employment, utility ~ personal property ~ and other kinds of taxes is readily
appar-ent,

How do the considerations discussed thus far relate to the common. plaint of
local governments that highway construction, adver selv affects their tax base because
the highways occupy land that potentially could yield tax revenues? There is no
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question that highways do occupy potentially taxable land, however, the real question
is how do the lost revenues compare with those gained from other land whose value,
therefore tax yield, has been enhanced? So much effort has been expended in at~

tempting to prove the validity of one or the other of these arguments that little
attention has been given to determining the net difference. And , it is the only truly
significant point,

Another factor that enters these arguments is the near chauvinism of local
governments; a particularly difficult problem given the independent cities of Vrrginia,
Most local officials are not as shortsighted as they often appear ~ but envisioning a
tax-yielding activity relocating across a local government boundary is usually sufficient
to put the "blinders on them, The point is, of course , that most local governmental
boundaries are simply artifacts of the horse and buggy era which illustrate the failure
of local governments to keep up with the changes in the transportation system, No
independent city in Virginia exists, in an economic sense, by vir-tue of the activities
or population encompassed by its boundarres, no matter how much the governi.ng bodies
may want to believe it does , In the strict sense of the wo'rd , there is no longer a local
economy wholly separate from the state , regional, national , or even world, economy,
Knowing this does not always enable one to counter successfully the arguments of local
governing bodies , based as they are on false pr-ernises , Yet, this knowledge should
ease the conscience of the highway department representatives who have been told that
a project will destroy a local economy 0

Cost=Benefit of Alternative Locations
LTrade=off Analysis)

Traditionally, highway economics were based on coat-benefit analysis , In
essence this is a comparatively simple technique of comparing the expected costs
and the expected benefits of a project; if the value of the benefits exceed the costs ,
the project is assumed to be a good investment and construction proceeds , This
simplicity did not extend to actual practice , however ~ for although construction
costs can be computed rather easily ~ the value of benefits can never be calculated
accurately for a variety of r easons , More importantly, it offered. no means of
comparing the costs and benefits of alternative routes for a given project, or for
admitting the possibility that a project should not be built at all ,

Over the past decade, a new technique called cost effectiveness has been
developed to assist decision making where there is a number of intangible var-iables o

Cost effective analysis permits the decision maker the knowledge of the return or
"effectiveness" of each dollar of expenditur-e, Thus, alternatives can be evaluated
because the costs and consequences of each of them can be stated,

0= 21 =
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Relocation

Relocation involves the al.ter ation of exi.sting pol.itical, social., econormc ,
and physrcal systems through the removal of residences , businesscs , industr ial
plants, and other land uses, Because highway investments in, urban areas only
rarely can be located on unoccupied Iand, th.e problem of relocating people and
activities has become s igruficant, And, in crties where the local officials see
highway construction as a tool for excrsing blighted or slum areas , the Depart
ment may be forced into untenable posrtions,

The critical Impacts of relocation relate primarily' to the disr-uption of
social and. physical linkages and to the availability and. suitability of replacement
structur-es. Many lessons have been learned from the urban renewal experience
as well as from highway related r elocation, but there is still much to be Learned,
The current pressure for citizen involvement in the highway planning process is
a response to these Iessons, However , no matter how stncer-ely the Department
may attempt to develop cltizen par'ttcipatton, basic human nature can be relied on,
to work to push "undesirable" projects off on other areas and to pull "desirable"
projects to their own areas, And, no matter how well informed or well intentioned
the member s of citfzen' s advisory groups may be, in urban areas it will be virtually
impossible to havre highway construction without some relocation being necessary 0

The problem is complicated , indeed, exacerbated, in urban areas not so much
because neighborhoods may be disrupted. (certainly an important aspect), but because
"decent, safe, and, sanitary housing" and other structures either are not avail.able
or are not available at a pr-ice the relocatees can afford, For the Department, the
potential problem in this 1.8 that r elocation will not be permitted, or the Department
will be forced to develop or assist in the development of residential areas for reos:r
Iocatees at prices (which may' need to be suhsidized) they' can afford.

This statement does not mean to imply that the Department should shirk its
responsibility to persons displaced 1))7 highway conetructron. indeed, this responsibility
is implied in, the traditional right of government to take private property for the public
goode> It should. be clear ~ however ~ that is a blg r e sponsfbrl.ity which (can eaaily occupy
sever-al staff people ful.l-ttrne, On the other hand, some agencies may already be in
volved in. relocation to the point that i.t would be easier ~ cheaper ~ and more logical
for the Department to contract with them for relocatton services. Such, a pattern
has been r-ecommended in the studies of oentralrzed r-elocation agencies for major
crties 0

Relocation impacts can be generalized into three categories which apply
broadly to r estdential, oomrneroial , and Indu.strial activities. (1)

Ao Losses owing directly to drsplucement,

1 0 Di.sruption of establ.ished social and economic
r'elationships ,

2JO Losses due to the taking of real proper-ty;

~22



30 Losses due to mortgage arrangements;

40 Cost of seeking out alternative, comparable locations;

50 Cost of paying for alternative locations;

60 Moving costs;

7 0 Higher operating costs in alternative Iocations ,

24ti5

Be Losses owing to uncertainty and delays connected with clearance
and construction,

80 Deterioration of the neighborhood;

90 Inability of property owners to receive a fair price for their
property;

100 Declines in property value because of neighborhood deteriorati.on
in the period between project announcement and actual taking of
land;

11 0 Losses of rental income;

120 Cost of maintaining property after appraisal for taking,

Co Losses in areas adjacent to the r-ight-of-way or clearance area,

130 Higher taxes because of greater costs of public services;

14" Disruption of local communications owing to blockage of local
streets;

150 Reduction in the quality and quantity of commercial and other
local services;

160 Reduced employment opportunities and increased costs of
commuting;

17 0 Increased competition for housing and jobs among Iow-Inccme
households;

18 e Changes in relative accessibility;

19 0 Losses resulting from the construction process;

200 Losses resulting from heightened uglmess , noise , air pollution,
or other adverse environmental changes,
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248~ can be anticipated that the costs and difficulty of relocation will :increase over
the next decade, The amount of the increase will be greater than that of ordinary
east increases because the criteria for adequate relocation will be revised upward,

Influence. on Availabilii:.Y of Tertiary Serviees

The impact of highway Investments on the availability of tertiary services is
one of the groups of factor-s identified as significant for study, Initially , the team
separated public and private services from businesses in this discuasion, As the
study progr-essed, however, it became clear that the fundamental similarities of
these activities over shadowed their differenoes , Str-ipped to their essential nature , all
of these actrvttics provide goods or services from a point to a population distributed
throughout a service area. In other words, each type of establishment (point) ~

whether retail store, church, pol.ice station or what have you, has a "market" area
upon which it depends for its existence , From this viewpoint, there is no real dif-
fer ence in whether an Impact problern involves a merchant severed from his :market
a.rea, a neighborhood from its fire station, or a hospital from Its patient service
areao Because of these baste similarities and for convenience of terminology ~

these services are referred. to coll.ectively as "tertiary' activities 0 n

It is important to note that highway related Impacts, in almost all cases, can
be either po sitive or negative, With, respect to tertiary' actrvrties , they can appear
as changes in the size or shape of an establf.shmentts service area as well as in
severance of a portion of' the area from the service in question. Al so, there can be
changes in the character of the service area, eo ge> ~ a change in, the level of disposable
income or the number of school age childr-en,

F'ive classes of tertiary' activrties should be consider-ed,

1 0 Business = r'etail., whol.eaale , service;

.2e Manufactur-ing;

30 Gover-nmental service s = police , fir e, education;

·40 Quasl.=Ilublie mstrtuttons and service s (hospitals ~ churches ~

etc, ) ~ and

50 PubIle util.Itiea,

The methodological approach to this cla.ss of Impacts is based on an und.er=
standing of the several types of ter-tiary acttvn.ics and on the specific forms the
Impact may take 0 For example, di scontinuance or relocation, could be a potential
Impact problem to any tertiary activity 0 In contrast, only the residents of a specific
area may have their fire insur-ance rates raised if access to their area from the fire
station is cut off', The team has attempted to identify the potential Impacts and to
relate them to specific analvtic technique s, evg , ~ on-vsrte Invest.igation, (See Tables
I and 110)
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TABLE I

IDENTIFICATION AND MEASUREMENT OF IDGHWAY RELATED IMPACTS

Impacted Tertiary Activity

Impacts

1. Displacement (discontinuance or relocation)
2. Severing of service areas
3. Reshaping, expansion, or shrinkage of trade areas
4. Change in composition of service areas
5. Change in site access
6. Change in general accessibility
7. Storm drainage
8. Change in local slope angles
9. Change in revenue

10. Change in demand
11. Noise
12. Air pollution
13. Effect on emergency room activity
14. Effect on emergency access routes
15. Police patrol routes

16. School bus routes
17. Insurance rates
18. Change in accessibility to labor supply
19. Severing campus or campus fringe areas
20. Effect on visibility from highway

Measurements

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • •
• • • • • •
• • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • •

• •
• •
• •
• •

• • • •
• • • •

•
• • •

•
•

• •
• •

•
• • •

• ••••••••••••

• •• •
• ••••••••••••

1. On-site investigat ion

2. Maps and aerial photpgraphs
3. Sales records
4. Business characteristics
5. Change in length of travel (time/distance)
6. Count discontinuance and relocations

7. Noise measurements
8. Air pollution measurements
9. Emergency room records

. 10. Membership records
11. Count disconnects and connects
12. Length of re-routes or new links

13. Change in volume or storm drainage
14. Change in volume off take or effluent

•
•
• •

•
•
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TABLE IT

RELATIONSHIP OF MEASUREMENT OF IMPACTS

Measurements
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1. Displacement (discontinuance or relocation) • • •• • •2. Severing of service areas • • • •3. Re - shaping, expansion, or shrinkage of trade a rea s • • • • •4. Change in composition of service areas • • •
5. Change in site access • •6. Change in general acce s sibility • • •7. Storm drainage • • • •8. Change in local slope angles • • • • •9. Change in revenue • • •10. Change in demand • • •11. Noise • •12. Air pollution • •
13. Effect on emergency room activity •
14. Effect on emergency access routes • • •
15. Police pa t r o l l()l.1It~s • •
16. School bus routes • • •17. Insurance rate s •
18. Change in a c ce s s ibfltty to labor supply • •
19. Severing campus or campus fringe areas • •
20. Effect on visibility from highway •
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Intluence on Pollution
_., :.:=.J

The particular concerns in thi s phase of the study are air and noise pollution;
contr-ibutions to soil erosion and water pol.lution from highways and highway construe
tron sites are under investigation in. ongoing studtes which have developed out of this
oneeAltbough literature reviews have been completed and. methodologies have been
dev'eloped for analyz.ing these Impacts ~ it is important to note that the environmental
team bel.leves that the Iong-vrun solutions to them are in the hands of the Federal
gover-nment, the automobile and truck manufacturer s , the oil comparues , and the
tir-e manufacturers , 'I'ree.s, shrubs, a.nd other vegetation can be planted along r-oad
sides; sound absorptive structures can be er-ected; and, earth mounds can be built;
and all of' these 'will effect some reduction in the noise and, air pollution as measured
a given distance Irorn the roadway 0

Because of its concernwith highway related noise and air pollution, the Feder-al
Highway Adminlstr atlon is asking the Depar-tment to aPI-,Iy shor-t-ter-m patches to these
pr-oblems until Long-ferm solutions can. be found and put into effect, Highway crrtics,
however~mustbe brought to the realization. that the components of highway noise ==

engine sounds , tire sounds , and 'wind rush -= can only be r-educed permanently by the
people 'who design and build engine s, tir c s, and motor-vehicle bodies, Th.e same applies
to highway related air pollution except that here it is th.e oil company cherni.sts and engr
neers and the automotive engineers who hold the key to the permanent solutions,

Until these achievements are in hand, however , the Department is the prime
target of crrtlcs and n eco-muts" and. it Is attempting to identify and use design ele:ments
whir-h wil.l hell> lower both norse and atr 'pollution levels e

The methodologies are the same for both, impacts , The ambient noise or air
pollution level is measured. with, instruments at selected points along the rig'ht=of~way

and compar-ed with the addittonalLoad expected on the basis of planned highway..-type ,
d.esign configurattcnv vehicle volume ~ andvehicle m ix,

The environmental team. is also working with computer-ized models which can
relate the numerous vartahles to each. other and generate a pr-edicted 'value for noise and
air pollution levels at any point along an exi.sting or pnoposed r-ight-of-way (!) The use of
these models enables the team to evaluate th,e compar-ative effect of different means,
e0 g(!) ~ plantings, wal.l.s , etc, ~ of r-educing noise and air polhrtion so that the most
effectrve ones can be designed into the highway from the beginning rather than tacked
on, at sorne later date,

Construction of new highwavs (or subatanrlal Jmpr-overnent on" existi.ng roads)
affects existing highways in addition to the other environmental consider-ations that
have been Listed, To take only a s impl.e case, .it is wel.l known that on roads paral1elling
new highway's traffic volume will decline for at least a short time after the new road, is
opened, However , on roads per-pendicular to the new' factlttv volume incr-eases to or
beyond their capacity are common,



The general pr-ohlem Is a clas sir in the analvsi.e of fl.ows in transportation
systems because, if unrestr-ained, the tncr'eased volumes eventually work down
through the entire highway svstern and create demands for increased capacity in,
every segment, Furthermore, as tr-affic volumes merease, the street develops a
greatar potenrial for co mmerctal development, more trafftc is attracted, and the
cvcIe continues on,

Given this tY1)8 of analvsi s, the r cmova.l of a specific bottleneck, in the traff'i:
pattern may create mor-e pt-ohlerns than it Bolles 0 The traffic which now avoids the
route because of the bottleneck may 1)(-1 attra. ted to the improved route and thus cr-eate
capaciiv pr-ohl ems on other segments of the route.

The methodologv Involved In analvz.ing the traffic irnpact 011 other roads depends
Iargelv on the applu-ation of existing t.rafftc. forecasting techniques , More work needs
to be done on the possibl.e constr-aints on ir afJH' t.low and 011 their u sefulness in main
taining volumes at or below' design level So

A detailed review of the gencratproblem and ot trartic for-ecasttng models can
he found In the Counctl r-epor-t "The Impact of }\le\N' Urban Highwave on Corn mumrv Trafffc"
bv Mnhael (J 0 Demetskv and Frank Do Shepard')

VirginJa~) because of its impor-tant role in the early development of the nation.
and its great natural bcautv, has even more than the usual reasons for protecttng and
enhancing the quality of its envtronment., A strongly developed~ sense of history among
the staters citizens Is r-einfor-ced bv the knowledge that tourist orIented activities form
an, Impor-tant part of the state-s ccouomu- l)aSP0

HIghway plannors are well aware of those and they appreciate their trn-
portanr-e. Yet there is no master Jist or mastor map whirh mrIudesthe hi.storical
srtes (developed or not), the sigrrit.u-ant open spaces (and reasons for their s igrrifu.anr-e)
and the srentcvi.stas in each of the state tsnhvatographt. r egrons (tncludlng those In
"tvpical." areas as well as the more s rrikina or un tque) 0

This kind of map, at appropriate scales for hotb urban and rural ar'eas , accorn
parried h:V a de.svr-iptrve inventory would pr-ovide highway planner-s with an eat-lv warning
system that will enable the pl.anner when a route lavout rnav adverselv affect an area;
converselv, minor changc s in a route layout may enhance the development and
utilization of certain sites ,

Any r ealtst.ic analysis of the Iong-o-ange future for highway development in the
United Stales. parruular-Iv In its urban ateasv wi.ll tind multinle use and joint develop
ment of rlghlsof way the dominant conr-ept, Jndeedv Ir can he anricipated that over
the Iong run~presc'rjl)ed solutions to highway environmental imJ)aet pr-oblems will



involve multiple use or joint development projects as a matter of course. Botk~~l
the concepts envision the highway not solely as a transportation link but also as a
means of enhancing the comrnunityts Irvabilfty ,

The difference in meaning of the two terms is largely a matter of convention,
"Multiple use" tends to be used to describe projects primarily sponsored by highway
departments and usually tending toward open space (often "beautified" with plantings)
or outdoor recreation areas for more or less passive activities , located within ex
panded r ighta-of-way 0 HJoint development" ~ on the other hand, is used to refer to
projects in which the highway department may be a major or minor partner working'
with local government or private developers in the development of Iarge--scale buildings
for commercial or residential use, In less precise terms , joint development tends to
be vertical while multiple use tends to be horizontal ,

With the exception of the Washington suburban areas of Northern Vir-ginia, the
Richmond area, and the Hampton Roads citres , there appears to be little potential
for significant joint development projects in the state, However , these "exceptions"
offer enough potential for joint development to warrant the highway departrnentts
serious effort to keep up with the complex array of legal, administrative , engineer-ing,
and socioeconomic factors relatin.g to joint development,

On the other hand, multiple use applies in rural as well as in urban areas and
if the projects are imaginatively conceived and carried out they can have many positive
carr-y-over-s for the Highway Depar-tment, These carny-over benefits could include
improved driver safety as well as enhanced public image of the Department, The
Colonial Parkway linking Jamestown, Willfamsburg , and Yorktown is a good local
example of what can be done with highways in a rapidly urbanizing area.

Many local problems presently' limit the joint development or multiple use of
highway r ighta-of-way in Vrrgmia.. An important first step in the consideration. of
these concepts should be a legal analysis and interpretation of the r-elevant statutes.
This would give the Commission a basis for the recommendation of legislation to change
or add to these statutes.
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